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内容概要

Stretch your hand through ancient stone latticework to touch the lucky Buddhas atop Java’s majestic Borobudur
。
　　Drink with the dead （and don’t slip on buffalo blood！
） at an elaborate and riotous Torajan funeral。
Sniff out the infamous durian or scaly salak at a local fruit market。
　　Step aside as a giant Komodo dragon swaggers by with the confidence only 100kg of top-of-the-food-chain
lizard can exude。
　　Eleven authors， more than 300 days of in-country research，73　ferry trips， 197 detailed maps， 205
bowls of nasi goreng。
　　Includes in-depth information on volcano trekking， surfing，diving， orang-utan watching and the best
adventures。
　　Content updated daily: visit lonelyplanet。
com for up-to-the-minute reviews， updates and traveler suggestions。
作者简介：　　Neal Bedford：Neal put indonesia on his authoring wish list，thinking it wad a staggeringly
exotic place of jungle and beaches，Asian culture and temples。
Little did he know that by accepting the java gig on indonesia 8 he’s get all this and more，including bursting
cities，manic streets，thick bus smoke，crazy becak（bicycle-rickshaw）drivers，even crazier bus drivers
，fiery volcanoes and enough eice for，well，indonesia。
Before he knew it he was thriving in the magic of java and wondering why so few people ever visit the place。
As soon as he gets the time，he’ll be back to take another bite of the durian and explore the rest of this
life-changing country。
　　Mark Elliott：Since his first trip in 1987，Mark has visited virtually every corner of indonesia，with trips
ranging from relaxing holidays in blissful bali to leech-infested upriver treks with Kalimantan Dayaks。
He’s jammed on the harmonica in end-of -Ramadan festivities aboard a pelni liner，survived an appallingly
storm-battered sea crossing in a Bugis fishing boat and escaped from a solo hotel shortly before it was burnt down
by anti-Soeharto rioters。
Mark remains facinated by indonesia’s smorgasbord of cultures and considers the Maluku spice islands to be
among the greatest undiscovered travel gems in Asia。
  　Nick Ray：A Londoner of sorts，Nick comes from watford ，the sort of town that makes you want to travel
。
Soon after completing a degree in history and politics，he began roaming around indonesia，boarding bad，bad
buses for more than two days at a time to travel between places like padang and jakarta。
Needless to say，he applauds the arrival of budget airlines in the country。
In this edition he covered the irregular contours of Sulawesi，a place he fell for when working in Tana Toraja on
the BBC series Around the World in 80 Treasures。
He currently lives in Phnom Penh，Cambodia and has contributed to more than 20 Lonely Planet titles。
  　Ryan Ver Berkmoes：Ryan first visited Bali in 1993。
On his visits since he has explored almost every corner of the island-along with side trips to Nusa Lembongan
，Nusa Penida and Lombok，Just when he thinks Bali holds no more　surprises，he rounds a corner and is
struck，for example，by the fabulous vistas from Munduk。
Afrequent visitor，he’s at times amazed that his social calendar is even fuller on island than off it。
Most of the time he lives in Portland，Oregon，where it rains as often as it does on Bali’s tropical peaks but
rarely gets as hot。
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